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Abstract 

This report consists of two parts. In Part I an analytical theory is 

developed for the d.c. behaviour of p-n-p punch-through diodes with 

uniformly doped base regions and highly-doped, abrupt p-regions. It is 

based on a formula derived by Gummel (BSTJ 1970, 827) for the base of a 

bipolar transistor which gives the injected carrier density in terms of 

the electric potential. Dividing the base into two or three regions, 

first estimates for the carrier density and electric potential in each 

region are obtained and the latter of these is substituted into Gummel's 

formula to obtain a better approximation for the carrier density. From 

Poisson's equation then estimates for the electric field and potential are 

obtained. Using suitable boundary conditions at the junctions the d.c. 

voltage over the diode can be obtained, as well as other quantities of 

interest like width and height of the potential barrier and electric 

field at the collector. The results can be compared with those of a 

numerical simulation and are found to be surprisingly accurate. 

In Part II the theory is extended to the case where the electric 

field at the collector is high enough to produce carrier pairs by impact 

ionization. It is found that for sufficiently high doping-width product, 

at high injection rates a current-controlled negative resistance 

develops. Results of numerical calculations or detailed experiments are 

not available for this case but the predictions of the theory are in 

qualitative agreement with the observed behaviour of transistors and 

punch-through diodes in the avalanche regime. 
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Part 1: Single Injection 
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1. Introduction 

A punch-through diode is a p-n-p (or n-p-n) two-terminal device in 

which usually the outer layers have a much higher doping than the 

central layer. The physical structure is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 

gives the space charge density, electric field and energy band diagram 

for a low applied voltage. The only current flowing in this case is 

the saturation current of the reverse-biased junction. At a sufficiently 

high voltage (called the punch-through voltage) the two depletion 

layers meet and when the voltage is raised further the barrier for holes 

existing at the forward-biased junction is reduced and a rapidly 

increasing hole current starts to flow. The current-voltage characteristic 

then has the form sketched in Fig. 3. 

Punch-through diodes have been proposed in the past as microwave mixer 

and detector diodes [1] but due to the imperfect technology at that time 

the results were not encouraging enough to pursue the matter further. 

Shockley [2] proposed to use the diodes as microwave transit-time 

oscillator diodes and this possibility has been realised in recent years 

[3,4]. In this application they are known under the name Baritt diodes 

(from Barrier Injection and Transit Time). 

Another proposed application is as a voltage reference diode for which 

they have rather unique properties [5,6]. Finally, they could be used 

to study the properties of rectifying junctions under heavy minority 

carrier injection. 

In all these applications a thorough understanding of the device's 

behaviour is necessary. Furthermore, since its structure is closely 

resemblant to that of the bipolar transistor, a theory of the punch

through diode should also be of relevance for the transistor. A detailed 

analysis therefore seems warranted. Unfortunately, although the device 

can be treated as a one-dimensional structure, its analysis is not 

simple. The carrier transport in the diode is described by a second

order non-linear differential equation which can be solved only by 

numerical techniques. Nevertheless it seems worthwhile to try and find 

an analytical solution, although approximate, in the first place because 

an analytical solution gives more insight and in the second place 

because numerical techniques frequently need a starting solution. 

In the present work such a solution has been attempted. It is based on 

Gummel's method [7] and although it is not exact it gives surprisingly 

accurate results when compared with a numerical calculation. 
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The analysis consists of two parts: in the first the "noTIllal" situation 

is considered in which the central layer is depleted of majority 

carriers and the current is carried exclusively by minority carriers 

injected from the forward-biased junctions; in the second part attention 

will be paid to the situation where the electric field at the reverse

biased junction rises to a value at which carrier multiplication becomes 

significant. This produces majority carriers which drift to the other 

contact so that one can speak of double injection. 
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2. Theory 

2.1. General considerations 

Consider the p-n-p structure depicted in Fig. 4a. Because of the analogy 

with a bipolar transistor we will call the three layers emitter, base 

and collector, respectively. At a bias voltage greater than the punch

through value the hole density and electric field will be as sketched 

in Fig. 4b and 4c. We will analyse this structure under the following 

assumptions: 

the p-regions are heavily doped and the junctions are abrupt; 

- the n-region doping is uniform: 

- all donor atoms are ionised and the electron density is negligibly 

small: 

- all quantities are independent of time and depend on the longitudinal 

coordinate x only. 

The quantities of interest are the electric field E, the current density 

J p (both directed along x) and the hole density p. Because of the last 

two assumptions J p is constant throughout the diode and equal to the 

bias current divided by the cross-section area. 

Holes flowing in from the emitter are transported across the base first 

by diffusion against the field and later on by the field alone. The 

combined effects of diffusion and field are expressed in the current 

equation: 

in which v CE) is the field-induced component of the hole velocity and 
p 

D CE) the hole diffusivity. For the dependence of v on E we make the 
p p 

following assumptions: 

- in the region of negative field close to the emitter diffusion and 

field oppose each other and the hole velocity is low. Therefore we 

(1) 

may assume a situation of near'equilibrium to exist so that'the 

mobility remains constant even though lEI can reach appreciable values; 

- in the positive-field region the drift velocity can reach high values 

and will eventually saturate. The saturation characteristic will be 

approximated by the same analytical expression as used by Gummel [7]. 
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In summary, we take: 

E .; 0 (2a) 

v = 
p 

)J E 
P 
)J E ' 

l+~ 
vsp 

E ;. 0 (2b) 

For holes in silicon, expression (2b) is a good approximation. The 

difference with the measured v-E characteristics is never greater than 

10 percent [8]. For electrons the agreement is less good but still 

reasonable. 

ThE' diffusivity D (E) is p 
assumed to obey the Einstein-relation under all 

circumstances: 

v kT D = ....P. 
p E e 

At high positive electric fields this is not expected to be a good 

approximation but in the present case, where the electric field is high 

diffusion becomes unimportant so the error introduced is small. On the 

other hand, using (3) great ly simplifies the analysis. 

The,space charge is composed of ionized donors and holes so Poisson's 

equation becomes: 

(3) 

dE 
dx 

d 2 V e 
= - (JX2"" = "£ (ND + p) (4) 

whe,re V is the electric potential. 

Equations (1) and (4) lead to a second order differential equation for 

whose solution two boundary conditions are necessary. It will be found 

that one of these can be derived from the circumstance that the drift 

velocity approaches saturation near the collector. The other one has to 

be found from an analysis of the emitter region. 

It will be handy in the following to use reduced quantities. With 

VT 
kT = e 

AD = ~£VT 
eND 

(5) 

(6) 
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these can be defined as 

(7a) 

(7b) 

x-x 
m 

; 

AD 
(7c) 

AD E 
= V

T 
(7d) 

V 
; 

V
T 

(7e) 

Here x is the point at which the electric field is zero. The shift of the 
m 

origin of the coordinate system to this point is motivated by the fact 

that the v (E) relationship is different for positive and negative E so 
p 

the analysis of these regions will proceed along different lines. 

With these reductions eq. (1), using (2) and (3), can be written as: 

d1l + 11 d<p = 
d~ d~ 

i (1 - IS d<P) 
p p d~ 

where 

= IIp VT 
A v ' D sp 

Without loss of generality we can put <P(~=O) = O. Then, if we denote 

1I(~=0) by 11 , eq. (8) can be integrated to give: 
m 

11(~) = (11 - i 15 )e-<p(~) + i 15 - i e-<P(~) ~f e<j>(t)dt 
m p p p p p 

o 

(8) 

(ga) 

(9b) 

(10) 

This is Gummel's equation [7]. From eq. (4) we can express $ as a double 

integral over n which by partial integration can be reduced to: 

~ 

<j>(~) = - f (~- t)(l + 11 (t)}dt (11 ) 

o 

We thus have converted the differential equations (1) and (4) to a set of 

integral equations. It is not obvious at first sight that this brings us 

any nearer to a solution. We may hope, however, that we can use (10) and 
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(11) to obtain successive approximations, starting from a suitable trial 

solution for 11 or ct>. In the following we will see wether this approach 

bears fruit. In view of the different character of the two regions I; ,; 0 

and I; ~ 0 it will be necessary to treat them separately. Let us first 

turn our attention to the region I; ~ O. 

2.2. The positive-field region 

If this region is long enough the electric field at the collector junction 

will reach a very high value and the hole velocity will approach the 

saturation value v The hole density then will approach the limit value sp 
J /v or, in reduced quanti ties: p sp 

lim 
1;c 

11(1; ) = i 0 
c P P 

where I; denotes the position of the collector junction. Since the c 

(I2) 

potential goes to a large negative value for large I; the sum of the terms 

multiplying e-ct>(I;) in (10) must go to zero from which it follows: 

11 = i 0 + ip I ect>(t)dt 
m p p 

I; 

One sees that the circumstance that v approaches saturation near the 
p 

(13) 

collector junction can be used as a substitute for a boundary condition at 

this junction. 

Substituting now eq. (13) in (10) we obtain: 

'" 
11(1;) = i 0 + i f ect>(t)dt 

p p p (14) 

I; 

The next step is to find a trial function for ct> that can be substituted 

into (13) and (14). Now, from (11) one can see that cp is always negative 

and that its magnitude increases with 1;. It is clear then that in (13) 

and (14) the region around I; = 0 is the most important. Further on the 

integrand becomes very small and a greater uncertainty in ct> is allowed. 

So take as a zero-order approximation for 11: 11(0) = 11 and substitute 
m 

this into (11). We then get an approximation for ct> which is correct in 

the vicinity of I; = 0: 

11(0) = _ leI + 11 )1;2 
m 

Substituting this into (13) and (14) we find: 

(IS) 



TI(I,;) = 

where 

I,; = k ~ 

and 
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+ ~ 2 (1 TI+ TI ) ) 
m 

i ITT 2 

i 0 + ~ el,; erfc I,; 
p p 2k 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Eq. (16) can easily be solved, either by an iteration or by converting it 

to a third degree equation and applying Cardanus' formula. The details 

are treated in Appendix I. 

from (16) is compared with 

In Fig. 5 TI as a function of i as calculated 
m p 

numerically calculated values. It is seen that 

the agreement is quite good, especially at low current densities. 

Having thus found the first-order 

obtain the 

n(l,;) 

same for n and q,: 

(1 + i IS )l,; ilTT 
E E +~ = k 

(1 + i t5 )1,;2 
E p - - --..,.h-''---2k2 

I,; 

J 
0 

approximation for TI, it is easy to 

t 2 
erfc t dt e 

u 2 
e erfc u du 

(20) 

The latter can, by partial integration and uging (20), be simplified to: 

I,;n(l,;) + 
k (21) 

2 
For the function el,; erfc I,; and its integral simple approximate expressions 

can be found which enable a quick calculation. These are derived in 

Appendix II. When I,; is large, which is equivalent to saying that the 

hole velocity is close to saturation, eqs. (20) and (21) take particularly 

simple forms: 

n (1;) = 
(l+i t5)1,; 

E E 
2k (22) 
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P P 
2k2 
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i 40- (1; In 11 1;2_1; + 111) 

At the collector contact we have: 

(23) 

(24) 

whe,re L is the base width and II; I the reduced distance between the emitter e 
contact and the neutral point. Its value has to be found from an 

analysis of the negative-field region. 

2.~;. The negative-field region 

The, succes of the method followed in the previous sections derives mainly 

from the fact that the hole distribution in the positive-field region 

has a comparatively flat profile. Taking a constant hole density as the 

zero-order approximation then gives accurate results already in the first 

ste,p. In the region we now have to deal with this approximation is 

less likely to give good results since the holes have to be transported 

by diffusion which necessitates a strong density gradient. The density 

will drop from a high value at the emitter junction to a moderate value 

at xm' A better method to find a zero-order approximation now is to 

recognize that in most of this region the hole density is high and 

furthermore that the field and diffusion currents are oppositely directed 

so that each of them is large compared to the result ing current. We then 

may approximate (8) by: 

d1l 
-+ 
dl; 

Neglecting the ionized donor density (4) becomes, in its reduced form: 

- 11 

This set of equations is solved by: 

4> ; a + 2 In sin(bl;+ c) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The integration constants a, band c have to be found from the boundary 

conditions, for which we take: 



~ (0) = ~'(O) = 0 

~"(O) = - 1 - 11 
m 
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The latter is not consistent with the approximation 

turns out to give a better approximation for ~ when 

integration constants now become: 

a = 0 

b = ~ HI + 11m) = k 

c = 11/2 

used in (26) but it 

11 is not large. The 
m 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(28c) 

It may seem strange that no boundary condition at the emitter junction is 

involved. One must remember however that ~ , the position of the emitter 
e 

junction with respect to the neutral point, is yet an undetermined 

quantity. To find its value a boundary condition at the emitter junction 

will be needed. 

In Fig. 6 the solution (27) is sketched for one particular case together 

with the numerically calculated potential profile. One sees that the 

agreement is quite good already. Furthermore, the fact that (27) is 

logarithmic makes it very useful for substitution into (10). With the 

definition 

ljJ=bl;+c 

one finds, carrying out the integration: 

i 
11m +;& (11 - 2ljJ + sin 2ljJ) 

11 (ljJ) = -===------""----,--..,---
sin 2 1j1 

(29) 

(30) 

Now it is time to introduce the boundary condition at the emitter junction. 

It is derived in Appendix III as a relationship between lI(S ) and n(s ). 
e e 

For the present we can formally write it down as: 

lI(S ) = 11 . e e 

For a highly doped abrupt emitter 11 will be a large number so that in 
e 
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(30) the denominator must be small. The sine functions then can be 

replaced by their arguments and we find, using (28) and (29) 

I; --e 
(31) 

In Fig. 7 I; as found from this equation is compared with the results of 
e 

a numerical calculation. Clearly the approximation is reasonable at high 

currents but fails at low currents. In the latter case the assumption 

IT » 1, which was used in (26), does not hold over the whole negative-field 

region and a better approximation has to be found. 11eanwhile it will be 

interesting to calculate what the total diode voltage will be using the 

present approximation. The potential of the emitter junction with respect 

to the neutral point can be calculated by twice integrating (30). Since 

its value is low it will not have a great influence on the total diode 

voltage. More influence has the value of I; , a fact that can easily be 
e 

seen from (24) and the preceding equations. Using eq. (31) to calculate 

I;e and then calculating the collector potential with (21) one gets the 

I-V characteristic shown in Fig. 8. The agreement with the numerical 

calculation is seen to be excellent at the higher currents but poor in the 

101' current range. 

To obtain an improved zero-order solution we divide the negative-field 

re!:ion into two parts, one close to the emitter junction where the approach 

described above should be valid and one close to the neutral point where 

an approach similar to that used for the positive-field region should be 

more appropriate. The two parts join at a point 1;., speci Hed by the reduced 
1 

hole density 1[i' see Fig. 9. Since this point separates regions with "high" 

and "low" hole density, a natural choice for IT. will be a value around 
1 

one. When IT turns out to be greater than IT. the second region disappears m 1 

(1;: .. becomes zero) and the original analysis of this section will be valid. 
~ 

This of course is what we expect to happen at high currents. 

In the region between 1;. and 0 we now define: 
1 

I;=-kl; (32) 

Then for the zero-order potential we have the same expression as in the 

previous section. Substituting this into (10), now with 0p equal to zero, 

we obtain 



2 
; IT e~ + 

m 

When we denote s(~i) 

IT; lT i in (33): 

- 11 -

i lIT 2 

-,P"'"2k~ e ~ erf ~ 

by ~., this can be obtained by substituting 
1 

erf ~.)/lT.l 
1 1 

This can be solved by an iteration, the details of which are given in 

(33) 

(34 ) 

Appendix 4. In accordance with what has been said above, ~. is put zero 
1 

when IT exceeds IT •• 
m 1 

Integrating (33) we obtain the electric field: 

1 f 
t 2 

e dt + 

o 

and by a subsequent integration the potential: 

~ n(U 
k 

;; ip ~ +IT(U -lT
m 

2k 3- + 2k2 

t 2 

e erfc t dt 

o 

where (33) and (35) have been used to simplify the expression. 

(35) 

(36 ) 

In the region ~e ' ~, ~i we want to have a zero-order solution similar 

to (27). Instead of (28b) it seems more appropriate now to take 

The values of a and c now have to be found from the continuity of ~(~) 

and ~f(~) at ~ .. These conditions automatically ensure that the first-
1 

order approximations for IT, n and ~ will be continuous. 

When we define a coordinate * by (29) as before (but now with b according 

to (37)) we can, by analogy with (26), write: 

~ lTa + 4b (- 2* + sin 2*) 

sin
2 * (38) 

where IT is an integration constant containing a. It turns out to be more 
a 

handy to work with IT instead of a. Similarly instead of c we determine a 
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the value of 1jJ. = 1jJ(~.). Equivalent with imposing continuity upon 4>(~) 
1 1 

and 4>'(~) is doing the same with rr(~) and rr'(~). This gives, using (33) 

and (36): 

1jJ. = arccot (h) 
1 

rr. i 

(ljJi - 1 : h2 ) 

1 +~ rr = a 1 + h 2 2b 

where 

k 1;. 

h 1 = b 

Finally, the boundary condition rr(l;e) = rr gives, 
e 

IjJ ~ 1jJ(1; ) =~r;;;:; e e 1 ""a' "e 

Using the definitions of 4> and I; we find for I; : e 

E; =-
e 

(39a) 

(39b) 

(39c) 

assuming rr » rr : 
e a 

(40) 

(41) 

A plot of E; calculated this way is given in fig. 10 for the same case as 
e 

fig. 7. Clearly the agreement with the numerical calculation is much 

better now. 

By integrating (38) we now find the first-order approximation for nand 4>: 

n(ljJ) = 

4>(IjJ) = 

n· -
1 

1jJ. - IjJ rr i 
....;l::"b- + b

a 
(h - cot 1jJ) - ~ (h ljJi - IjJ cot 1jJ) 

4>. + 
1 

rr 
a sin IjJ 

+ V In sin 1jJ. + 
1 

1jJ. 
. 1 

hrr a 
-b--

21:3 f e cot e d e 
IjJ 

hi 1jJ. 
p 1 

2b 2 

(42) 

( 43) 

Here n. and 4>. are 
1 1 

the values of nand 4> at 1; •• They can be found from 
1 " 

(35) and (36). The integral in (43) cannot be calculated explicitly. 

Approximations for it are derived in Appendix 2. 

Of special interest are the values of nand 4> at the emitter junction, to 

be denoted by ne and 4>e' respectively. The former, because the boundary 
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condition at the emitter junction is obtained as a relationship between 

nand n . The latter is interesting because its magnitude gives the 
e e 

height of the potential barrier the holes have to overcome. One expects 

an exponential dependence of hole current on barrier height. This is 

confirmed by an approximation for $e which can be found at low currents. 

The details are given in Appendix 5. The result is: 

i 
$ = -2+ln ....E. (<I +l2iT) 

e n. p 
1 

(44) 

Besides demonstrating the exponential dependence of current on barrier 

height this expression also shows a strong dependence of $e on the choice 

of n
i

. This is somewhat disappointing perhaps but it should not surprise 

us. Having assumed an abrupt p-n junction we find that $e varies quite 

strongly in the vicinity of the junction (cf. Fig. 6). A change in ni 
that gives a small change in ~e therefore will give a large change in $e' 

In Fig. 11 the dependence of $ on i is given as found by three e p 
different methods: 

- a numerical analysis; 

- eq. (43) of this paper; 

the low-current approximation given by (44). 

In the numerical analysis the same boundary condition at the emitter was 

used. The other calculations are given for two values of 

its influence. As in Fig. 10 the value 3 appears to give 

agreement with the numerical data. 

n. which 
1 

the best 

shows 

Finally, in Fig. 12 the I-V characteristic is given as calculated 

using a subdivision of the negative-field region. The diode data are the 

same as in Fig. 8. The same two values for n. as before have been tried. 
1 

Both give better agreement with the numerical results than the undivided 

negative-field region, especially at low currents. Consistently with 

Figs. 10 and 11 the value 3 gives the closest agreement. 

At higher currents the calculated voltage is slightly too small. 

This can be understood by looking at eq. (13). Taking n = n as a zero-
m 

order estimate (i. e. always higher than the real hole density) one obtains 

a zero-order potential that is always more negative than the real one. 

Inserting this in (13) one obtains a first-order estimate for n which is 

consistently too low, resulting also in a too low diode voltage. This 

will be most noticable at high currents where holes make up most of the 

space charge. One can expect that in lower-doped diodes this deviation 

of the calculated voltage will be seen at lower currents already. 
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3. Summary and Conclusions 

In the following the steps necessary to calculate the d.c. behaviour of 

the punch-through diode are summarized. First one has to calculate IT : 
m 

IT ; i (0 + Irr ) 

I 
m p p 2k 

k ;l ~(l + ITm) 
(16, 19) 

KnOl~ing this, the negative-field region can be analysed. When IT is 
m 

smaller than the preset value IT. this region is divided into two parts. 
1 

The first part, I;i " I; " 0, gives, with I;i ; - k I;i: 

<p I;i '"I; 
i;-k-+ 

IT 
m 
-+ 
IT. 

1 

i Irr 1 ",PF-- erf 1;,. 2k IT. 
1 

1;. 

( i Irr 1 I' t
2 

ITm +~ e dt 

o 

1;. i 

-~ 

1;. 

i Irr I' t
2 

+ ~ e erfctdt 

o 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

The second part, I; " I; " 1;., gives, with b ; "HI + IT.) and h ; k I;,.lb: e 1 1 

w. ; arctan (l/h) 
1 

f;e - -

n. -
1 

(39a) 

(39b) 

( 40) 

(41) 

IT i 
+ b

a 
(h - cot W ) - "'&-2b (h w· -W cot W ) e 1 e e ( 42) 
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<p = <p. + 
e 1 h- hll 

a 
+ -b-

hi 1jJ.) p 1 
- 2b 2 + 

lla sin 1jJ 
+ _ 1 n -,--,.-e::. 

b sin l/!. 
1 

l/!. 
. 1 

+ 2~~ f e cot e d e 
l/!e 

Note that the boundary condition derived in Appendix 3 gives TIe as a 

function of ne , whereas (40) and (42) give n as a function of IT • e e 
An iteration is therefore necessary to solve this set of equations. It 

turns out, however, that 

value has been found for 

other currents. 

11 varies very little with current, so once a 
e 

one current, it will be easy to find it for 

( 43) 

When 11 ~ IT. the first region disappears, i.e. s. = O. The above expressions 
mIl 

remain valid also for this case provided one replaces IT. by IT • 
1 m 

Having thus determined ~e it is now possible to calculate the field and 

the potential at the collector junction: 

where 

(1 +i I) g 
P p c 
k 

s 
. I- c 

+ )k/ f t 2 erfc t dt 

o 

(1 + i I) ) S2 
P P c + 

2k2 

S2 
(1 - e c eric s ) 

c 

(20) 

(21) 

In conclusion we may say that a method has been presented by which the 

d.c. behaviour of punch-through diodes can be calculated with little 

computing effort and good accuracy. Moreover the expressions obtained 

enable one to study the diode's behaviour in detail without going 

through extensive calculations. Finally, the solution can be used as the 

starting point for an iterative numerical procedure. 
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Part II: Double Injection 
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1. Introduction 

In Part I the d.c. behaviour of a punch~through diode was analysed under 

the assumptions that the base layer is fully depleted of majority carriers 

and that the electric field nowhere is high enough to produce any 

noticeable impact ionization. Under these circumstances the current is 

carried exclusively by minority carriers injected from the emitter. 

In this part the second of these assumptions will be dropped. Carrier 

multiplication is most likely to occur where the electric field is highest, 

i.e. near the collector junction. The majority carriers produced by the 

ionisation process are injected into the base layer and drift towards the 

emitter. 

In the following the analysis will restrict itself to the case of a p-n-p 

device as in Part I. The multiplication region can be analysed by the 

well-known theory of Impatt-diodes (see e.g. [9]). Owing to the high 

fields necessary for impact ionisation the velocities of holes and 

electrons will be high and we assume them to be saturated. In section 2 

the multiplication region will be analysed and an expression for the 

electron current injected into the base will be derived. 

Assuming the multiplication region to be relatively narrow the rest of 

the diode can be analysed along the same lines as in Part I. Around the 

neutral point an energy well for the electrons exists and they will tend 

to pile up here. Diffusion transports them further to the emitter where 

they recombine. Since these are slow processes the electron density in 

the neutral point may reach high values even at low electron current 

densities. Recombination in the base will be neglected. For punch-through 

diodes where the base layer usually consists of low-doped epitaxial 

material this seems a reasonable assumption. 

The electron density distribution now is expected to look like sketched 

in Fig. 13. It will affect the electric field as shown. The barrier for 

holes will be lowered and the hole current increases. This of course is 

the same thing that happens in a bipolar transistor. The transport of 

electrons and their effect on the electric field will be discussed in 

section 3. 

It will be clear that the feedback introduced by the electron current 

complicates the analysis. To calculate the electron current one has to 

know the electric field at the collector. This field in its turn 

depends on the space charge of the electrons and the extra holes. The 

problems connected with this will be discussed in section 4. 
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2. The multiplication region 

This region is bordered on one side by the collector junction. On the 

othE,r side its boundary is necessarily somewhat vague since multiplication 

gradually decreases as we move to lower field strengths. This poses no 

difficulty, however, as long as the multiplication is confined to a 

region where the carrier velocities may be considered as saturated. In 

silicon this is automatically the case since below 170 kV/cm the 

multiplication factors of both holes and electrons become vanishingly 

small whereas the velocities are still as good as saturated. 

The continuity equations for holes and electrons are, respectively: 

dd P v = a (E)p Iv I + a (E)n Iv I x p p p n n 

" " 

where a , a are the ionization coefficients for holes, electrons. Now 
p n 

assume that the drift velocities are at their saturated values vsp and 

v Then with the definitions: sn 

J = J +J = epv +env 
0 p n sp sn 

K = J -J = e pv -env 
p n sp sn 

eq. (1) can be written as: 

d J 0 
= 0 dx 

dK (a + a )J (a - a ) K 
dx 

= + 
p n 0 p n 

(la) 

(lb) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

As boundary conditions we assume that the total current J o and the electron 

curr.mt J entering the multiplication region from the collector side nc 
are known. Then the solution of (3b) is: 

K(x) = J 
o 

2J 
o 

L 

f ap (t)dt exp 

x 

t 

f (a (u) - a (u))du 
n p 

x 
L 

- 2J exp f (a (t)-a (t))dt nc n p 
x 

(4 ) 

The ionization coefficients are given as functions of the electric field 

which can very well be represented by: 
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U. ; A. exp(-B./E) 
1 1 1 

i ; p,n 

Since the electric field is a function of distance which can be written 

as an integral over the hole and electron densities the evaluation of 

(5) 

(4) becomes quite complicated. To obtain a simple solution we now make the 

following approximations: 

1. in the neighbourhood of the collector junction eq. (5) can be replaced 

by: 

U. ; u. exp b. (E - E ) 
1 lC 1 C 

(6) 

where E is the field at the 
c 

collector junction and u. the corresponding 
lC 

ionization coefficient. This expression will give the correct value 

at the highest field. At lower fields u will be much smaller and a 

greater error can be tolerated. Comparison with (5) learns that 

B. 
1 

b i ; E2 
c 

2. the saturated velocities of holes and electrons are equal at the 

value v . 
s 

3. the variations of the carrier densities across the mUltiplication 

region remain small so that the space charge may approximately be 

considered as constant and can be represented by its value at X, the 

left-hand boundary of the mUltiplication region. The electric field 

then varies as 

(7) 

(Ba) 

where 
J (X) - J (X) 

Y;~(N+P n); 
£ D ev 

e NO Ko 
--+--

£ £ V 
(Bb) 

s S 

With these assumptions eq. (4) can be worked out easily. For instance 

t E (t) 
u. (t) - u. (x) 

J 
u. J u. (u)du lC b. (E - E )dE 1 1 

; Y exp ; 

bi Y 1 1 C 

x E (x) 

In the cases we are considering the multiplication rate remains 

moderate and the outcome of (9) will be a small number. E.g. at a field 

strength of 250 kV/cm we have, for electrons 

(9) 
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B = 2 X 108 Vim 
n 

For a donor density of 10 15 cm- 3 we then find: 

a 
~ '" 10- 3 

bnY 

Under these circumstances the exponentials in (4) can be approximated by 

the first two terms of their Taylor-expansion and (4) reduces to: 

K(x) = J 
o {

a a a -a 
2J (1 + ~ _~) pc p 

o by by by 

where Ct. is 
1 

P P P 

a a -aCt 
+ pc nc p n 

b (b + b )y2 n n p 

short for Ct. (x). 
1 

Ct 2 _ Ct 2 

pc p} 
2b2 y2 -

P 

+ 

2J I_pc p+ [ 
Ct -Ct 

nc bpY 

At the left hand boundary x, Ct and a will be very small so that K 
p n 0 

can be written as: 

K = o 

where the fact that small, has been used. 

(11) 

(12) 

Since recombination in the base region is neglected J and J remain both 
p n 

constant outside the multiplication region so that we can write 

a 
J = ~J +J 

n b Y 0 nc 
p 

which enables us to calculate the injected electron current when the 

hole current and the electric field are known. 

3. Electron transport 

3.1. General 

The transport equation for electrons reads: 

J = en v (E) + e D (E) ddn 
n n n x 

(13) 

(14) 

To the electrons the same considerations apply as to the holes, viz. near 

the]~al equilibrium in the negative-field region and velocity saturation 

in the positive-field region. Consequently we put: 
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v (E) = Il E , 
n n E " 0 (lSa) 

Il E n 
= , 

Il E 
1+ 

n 
E " 0 (lSb) 

vsn 

D (E) 
vnVT 

= -E-n 
(16) 

It must be conceded that (lSb) is not a very good approximation for 

electrons in silicon since the electron velocity saturates more rapidly. 

The main effect will be a certain error in the calculated space charge 

of the electrons. In a p-n-p device this will always be a secondary 

effect, in an n-p-n device its influence could be stronger. 

Now introduce reduced quantities similar to those of Part I: 

v = n/ND 

i 
ADJn 

= 
ellnNDVT n 

<5 = 0 F; " 0 n 

IlnVT 
F; " 0 = 

"Dvsn 
, 

Then (14) reads in reduced form 

dd~ - V d~ = i (1-0 ~dd .. } 
.. d.. n n .. 

which after integration becomes: 

v(F;) = (v - i <5 )e~(F;)+ i <5 ~ i e~(F;) 
m nn nn n 

where vrn is the reduced electron density at the neutral point. 

In Poisson!sequation now account has to be taken of the electron space 

charge so it becomes in reduced form: 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(lSa) 

(lSb) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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The analysis now proceeds along the same lines as in Part I, so we start 

with a discussion of the positive-field region. 

3.2. The positive-field region 

As a zero-order approximation take 

11(0) (!;) = 11 
m 

}O) (1;) = v 
m 

Then,. as in Part I we can define: 

1; = kl; 

but now with 

k = ~I \ (1 + 11 - V ) 1 m m 

So for the zero-order potential we again have: 

.p(0) = _ 1,;2 

The .~xpression (I -17) obtained for 11 in Part I remains valid but with 

modified definitions of k and 1;. For the electrons we get, inserting 

(24) into (20): 

V(1;) + i 15 
n n 

° 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

The function of 1; in the third term of the r.h.s. is known as Dawson's 

inte;&ral [10] and usually noted as F(1;). It is sketched in Fig. 14. For 

small 1; it approaches 1; and for large 1; it goes asymptotically to 1/21;. 

At this stage it is not possible to calculate the value of v . A similar 
m 

reasoning about the behaviour at large 1,; as was applied to the hole flow 

in Part I is not possible now as will be clear from inspection of (25). 

The value of Vm is determined by the boundary condition for electrons at 

the emitter junction so its calculation has to be postponed to section 

3.3. For the moment we will assume that vm is known. 

For 'rr we now have the equation (cf. 1-16): 
m 

+ ~ 2 (1 +~ -v ) 1 m m 
(26) 

It is obvious from this equation as well as from (23) that the analysis 

breaks down when \lm exceeds 1+1Im. If this happens the total space charge 
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is negative in the neutral point or in other words dE/dx is negative 

where E is zero. In Appendix 6 it is shown that such a situation is not 

possible in the steady state. We now want to show that eq. (26) also 

excludes such a solution. Consider Fig. 15 where both sides of (26) are 

sketched. It is immediately clear from this figure that both curves 

always intersect at a value of IT 
m 

greater than v -1. If one uses the 
m 

simple iteration, however, given in Appendix 1, it is possible that 

intermediate values of IT smaller than v -1 are obtained. Therefore it is m m 
better to use the Cardanic solution also given in Appendix 1. 

We can now calculate the electric field by integrating the total space 

charge. Since the latter is the sum of a contribution from the ionized 

donors and the holes and another one from the electrons we can accor

dingly split up the electric field in a part n+ due to the positive 

charges and a part n- due to the electrons. The former is formally 

expressed by eq. (1-20) and the latter can be found by integration of (25) 

which yields after some rearrangement: 

(v -i 6 )1iT 
__ ~m~fn~n___ erf s + 

2k 
t 2 

e (erf s - erf t)dt (27) 

o 

In the same fashion ~ can be split up, ~+ being given by (1-21) and ~- by: 

= -
n-cq 

k 

i 6 s2 
n n 

2k2 

i s 
n 

2k 3 

where (25) and (27) have been used to simplify the expression. 

3.3. The negative-field region 

(28) 

In this region the hole density increases towards the emitter whereas the 

electron density decreases. In the vicinity of the emitter therefore the 

hole density will always be far greater than the electron density and 

the argument of Part I leading to the splitting of this region therefore 

remains valid. As before the position of the separation point ~. is 
1 

specified through its value IT. of the reduced hole density and may 
1 

consequently still be calculated with the help of (1-34), but of course 

using the modified definition of k. The same is true for the position ~ 
. e 

of the emitter junction (eq. 1-31). The hole boundary condition is assumed 

not to be modified by the presence of electrons. 

In the region ~. ~ ~ ~ 0 now define: 
1 

s = - k~ (29) 
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'0) wherl! k is still given by (23). Then 'V' has the same expression as 

befoJ,e so that eq. (1-33) for IT remains valid and for v we find: 

in _1;,2 1;,f 
k'e 

o 

(30) 

Again we can split nand $ in parts due to the posi ti ve charges and parts 

due to the electrons. For the former the expressions (1-35) and (1-36) 

are still valid and for the latter we find: 

vmlii 
= -- erf 

2k 

i Iii r:;f t2 
r:; + ~k2 e (erfc r:; - erfc t)dt 

a 

In the region I; :i> I; :i> 1;. we can define lji in the same way as in Part I 
e 1 

(1-2'9) and use the same expression (1-27) for the zero-order potential. 

However, instead of (1-37) the obvious choice for b now is: 

b = ... 1\(l+lT.-v.) 
, 1 1 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

where Vi = ~(r:;i) can be calculated from (30). To calculate IT, n+ and $+ 

we then again can use eqs. (1-38,42,43). Also the expressions (1-39, 40, 

41) remain valid. The electron density is found by substitution of (1-27) 

into (20) which yields: 

v(lji) [

V. 
= . 2,1. 1 

S1n '" . 2,1. 
S1n 't'i 

Integrating this we find the electron contributions to the electric 

field and the potential: 

(34) 

_ 1 [ Vi 
= n +-i 2b sin2lji. 

1 

lji - \(sin 2lji. 
1 

- sin 2lji)]+ 

lji. + lji 
1 

sin lji Sin(lji.-lji)} 
+ 1 

sin lji. 
1 

(35) 

(36) 
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where ~.- and ~.- stand for ~-(~.) and ~-(~.) and can be calculated from 
1 1 1 1 

(31) and (32), respectively. 

The foregoing expressions still contain the unknown value 

the latter we have to put in a boundary condition for the 

of v . To find 
m 

electrons at 

s . Suppose that this can be formulated in terms of a surface recombination e 
velocity at the emitter junction: 

or, in reduced form: 

with 

Then, substituting ~ = ~e in (34) , we find: 

. 2ljJ ( 1 
cot ljJ -cot 

= i e 
vi + 

n S1n i (J sin2ljJ 2b e e 

From (30), with ~ = ~i ' we then have: 

~~ 
1 

V = \!. e 
m 1 

. '~. 

i~(et2dt 
a 

ljJi 

J 

We now have a complete set of equations by which the behaviour of the 

negative-field region can be calculated. Note that this is not a 

straightforward calculation since ljJ. ,1jJ ,k and b are themselves 
1 e 

functions of vi and vm' An extra iteration loop is therefore necessary. 

In the next section the method of calculation will be discussed in some 

detail. 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

( 40) 
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4. Summary and Computational Considerations 

4 . I. Summary 

The theory developed in the foregoing sections leads to a set of 

coupled non-linear equations whose solution is far from straight-forward. 

In this section a method of solution will be discussed. It will be 

convEmient to first summarise the necessary equations as some of them are 

to bE' taken from Part I and the others from Part II. 

We have introduced reduced quantities as follows: 

1T = 

~ = 

\I = 

P 

NO 
, 

x-x 
m 

~ 

n 
N' o 

AD = 

i = 
P 

n = 

i = n 

6 = p 

6 = p 

V EVT 
eND 

AOJ
E 

el!nNOVT 

AOE 
<I> 

V 
V
T 

, = VT 

AOJn 
el!nNOVT 

I!EVT 
6 

I!nVT 
= 

Aov 
, n AOvsn sp 

6 n = 0 

(I-5,6) 

(1-7) 

(II -17) 

(I-9, II-IS) 

Furthermore, ~ and ~ denote the positions of the emitter and collector e c 
junction, respectively, in reduced form and 1T and \I are the reduced 

m m 
valu,es of the hole, resp. electron density in the neutral point x . 

m 
From an analysis of the positive-field region (~ ~ 0) we have found: 

where 

1T = i (6 + h) 
m p p 2k 

k = v' !(l+1T -\I) m m 

(II-26) 

(II -23) 
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The negative-field region is divided into a part with low hole 

density S. ~ S ~ 0 and a part with high hole density s ~ s ~ S .. The 
1 e 1 

partition point S. is defined by specifying its value of n. This is denoted 
1 

by n .. When n turns out to be greater than n. we put S. equal to zero and 
1 m 1 1 

replace n. by TI wherever it appears. In the other case we have with 
1 m 

l;. = 
1 

~.) ) 
1 

(I -32) 

(1-34) 

An iteration procedure which can solve this equation is outlined in 

Appendix 4. For the electron density, the electric field and the potential 

at S. one has: 
1 

v. 
1 

+ 
ni 

ni 

+ 
$i 

$. 
1 

~ . 
1 

-~? i I 2 = e 1 (v - k
n 

e
t 

dt) 
m 

0 

~. ~. 

1 i ;; 
1 . ;;; 1 

1;i I 2 
1 1T J t 2 

-(n +~) et dt ~ e erfctdt = - k- + 
k m 2k 

0 0 

~ . 
v';; . ,;; 1 

1 n I t 2 m 
erf~. ~k2 e (erfc~i - erfct)dt = ---zj( + 

1 

= 

+ 
~. n· 

1 1 
-k- -

~·n· 1 1 
= -k- + 

i ~. 
-E.2 

2k3 + 

\). - V 
1 m 

2k2 

0 

~.+1T.-1T 
11m 

2k2 

i ~. 
n 1 

+--
2k3 

(II-40) 

(1-35) 

(II-32) 

(I -36) 

(II-33) 

In the last four expressions the indices +, - indicate the contributions of 

holes, resp. electrons. 

In the region se ~ s ~ S. we define: 
1 

b =VlCl+1T.-v.) 
1 1 

(II -34) 
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h = k1;./b 
1 

ljIi = arctan (l/h) 

IT. i 

- 1 +\2) 
1 +--E. ( ljI. IT = 1 + h 2 a 2b 1 

ljIe = ljI.-b(~.-~) 
1 1 e 

Then at the emitter position ~ we have: 
e 

i 
IT +--E. (- 2lj1 + sin 2lj1 ) 

a 4b e e 
IT = -=--~--~~------~ e sin2lj1 

e 

i h 
(1+ h

2
) + 4~2 }(ljIi -ljIe 

11 a sinljl e 
+ b2 In sinljl. 

1 

ljI. 
. 1 

+ 2~P3 I 9cot8d8 

ljIe 

hi ljI.) p 1 + 
2b2 

+ (h(ljI. -ljI )_1)2} + 
1 e 

+ 8
i
bn3 {(ljI. -ljI ) (h(1/!. -ljI )-1) 

1 e 1 e + sin2lj1 (cotljl - h)} e e 

Applying the boundary conditions for holes and electrons at ~e 

we find: 

(I -39) 

(1-41) 

(1-38) 

(I -42) 

(II-35) 

(I -43) 

(II-36) 
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i 

[ 1 + cotl/J e - h) n v. = 1 + h2 cr sin2l/J 1 2b e e 
(I1-39) 

v v - If 

T]2 2v In a 
2(v - v )lnl 

v e = -+ 
e a If a v v -v e v a 

(A3-4) 

NA 4N 
where and v v = v = a ND v ND 

By solving this set of equations we can obtain the values of If , v ,~ and m m e 
~ at given values of i and i . e p n Having these we can complete the analysis 

of the positive-field region. With the definition 

we obtain: 

~c 
+ (l + i <I g i,r,; J t 2 

T]c = ---f-k ....... P_ c.;;.. + ~ e erfctut 

o 

,r,; 
- 2k (v - i 0 ) erf~ + m nne 

t 2 
e (erfc~ - erfct)dt 

c 

~2 
c 

+ W (1 + i 0 ) + 
p p 

ip\C 
2k 

~2 
c 

(1 - e erfc ~ ) c 

i 0 ~2 
n n c 
2k2 

1 
- 2i(T 

_~2 

(v - i 0 ) (1 _ e c) + 
m n n 

i 
n 

- 2k 3 

(I -24) 

(1-20) 

(II -29) 

(I-21) 

(II-30) 
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Finally, having nc we can compute the electron current produced by 

multiplication: 

i 
n 

with y = 

= 

o.pc.~ 
b y ~n p 

i + i 
P nO 

0. 
1 _ ....E£ 

b y 
P 

(1+i6 -i6) 
P P n n 

4.2. Method of solution 

The calculation now contains several loops. The major one exists 

because i is calculated from n but a calculation of n presupposes n c c 

(II-l3) 

(II-B) 

knowledge of i . Other loops occur in the calculation of the negative-field 
n 

region. E.g., in the expressions leading to v the quantity k occurs but k 
m 

is itself a function of v . Furthermore, n calculated from the negative-
m e 

field region has to be matched to the boundary condition (A3-4). 

The latter observation points the way to a method of solution for the 

negative-field region. If 

of one single unknown the 

one could express nand 
e 

problem would be reduced 

n (b.c.) as functions 
e 

to finding the zero of 

the function n - n (b.c.) and for this there exist several standard e e 
methods. Now an inspection of the expressions learns that indeed this is 

possible when v is selected as the unknown. Setting v , one can compute k, m m 
TIm' l;i and vi' Then, inverting (II-39), one obtains an equation of second 

degree in cot ~ which can easily be solved. Having this, nand n (b.c.) e e e 
can be found. 

So a solution of the equation 

leads to a solution of the complete diode problem for given i and i . The 
p n 

major loop can then in principle be solved by starting with i = 0, 
n 

computing n and computing a new value for i . For small multiplication one c n 
can expect this process to converge rapidly. What happens at large 

mult'lplication will be discussed in the next section. 
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From the description given above it appears as if the method works 

only for finite i 
n 

and not when i is zero so another method would have to 
n 

be be used in this case. It would however be more convenient to use the 

same method for all cases. This turns out to be possible when one takes 

not v but v Ii as the unknown. This is always a finite quantity. In the 
m m n 

case i = 0 it has no physical meaning but should be considered as a 
n 

quantity related to ~ through (11-39). 
e 

The expressions given before now have to be reorganised slightly. 

Combining (11-23) and (11-26) one obtains a third-degree equation in k: 

k 3 + :(v -l-i <5)k 
2 m p p 

which can be solved by Cardanus' method described in Appendix 1. Then 

'i' vi' Wi and TIa can be computed. With the definition: 

g = cot W e 

(41) 

TI , 
m 

( 42) 

one can write (11-39) as a quadratic equation in g which has the solution: 

[ :~ r -1 + 

a h 
e 

2b +av.(1+h2)/i 
e 1 n 

Calculation of nand n b now is straightforward. e e .. c. 

A flow diagram of the whole calculation is shown in fig. 16. 
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5. Results and Conclusions 

In this section we will give some results of the theory developed 

in the foregoing. To create a situation in which carrier multiplication 

is significant a diode will be considered that is the same as in Part I 

except for the base region width which is increased to 6 ~m. This produces 

higher fields at the collector junction so that the ionisation 

coefficients will be greater. In all calculations the electron surface 

recombination velocity s was held at the value 103 m/s. e 
The simplest approach to a situation with carrier multiplication is 

to first calculate EL with In equal to zero, then calculate the electron 

current produced by this field and recalculate EL. This process is 

repeated until convergence occurs. What we have to do in fact is to find 

the intersections of two curves in the EL-In plane at given hole current 

Ip: EL(In) calculated from the field distribution in the diode and 

In(E L) calculated from the multiplication region near the collector. Of 

course there are more sophisticated methods to do this but the simple 

approach works well enough at low hole currents. In these cases there is 

only one intersection. As an example the two curves are sketched in Fig. 

17 for 

tried. 

Ip = 60 mAo As in Part I two values 

Unfortunately it turns out that the 

for ~i' 1 and 3, have been 

curve EL(In) is rather 

sensitive to the choice of ~i' This will have its effect on the calculated 

I-V characteristic as we will see presently. 

At higher hole currents the situation becomes more complicated as 

is demonstrated in Fig. 18. Here the hole current is 110 rnA and now there 

turn out to be three intersections. Only the lowest one of these is found 

by the iteration described before. The other ones have been determined 

by a trial and error method. 

At first sight one would say that the middle intersection point is 

unstable since when In increases slightly, EL increases which gives more 

increase of In and so on. This however is only true when Ip is kept 

constant. In practice one can only control the total currents Ip+In' In 

this case an increase of In gives a decrease of Ip causing a decrease of 

EL 'which has a stabilizing effect. Thus a seemingly unstable point in the 

EL-In plane gives a stable point on the I-V curve. 

At still higher hole currents the two lower intersections disappear 

as is illustrated by Fig. 19 where Ip = 120 mAo If one now plots EL as 
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a function of I one obtains the picture of Fig. 20. As could be expected 
p 

the curve is multiple-valued in a certain range. Note also that in the 

range of 40-100 rnA the choice of ni has a rather strong influence on the 

result as already discussed in connection with Fig. 17. At high hole 

currents the effect disappears again becausethennm is greater than ni 

even for the highest ni value chosen in which case ni disappears from the 

equations. 

The current-voltage characteristics without and with multiplication 

are shown in Fig. 21. At low hole currents the effect of the electron 

injection is to reduce the diode voltage. Beyond a certain point however 

the electron space charge becomes so large that the diode voltage drops 

as the current increases. The collector field EL still increases in this 

case and the current increase is due mainly to an increase of the electron 

current. In fact there is a range where the hole current decreases while 

the total current increases. 

The occurrence of a negative-slope region in the I-V characteristic 

is well known from avalanching transistors and has also been observed in 

punch-through diodes with a high product of doping and base width [11]. 

It should be noted here that the upper part of the I-V characteristic 

is of only limited validity since here the electron current is so high 

that the assumption of limited multiplication is no longer valid. 

Especially the condition a Ib y« 1, used in section 11-2, is no longer 
pc p 

fulfilled. 

Note also that the sensitivity to ni in a certain range also shows 

up here. One is inclined to say that with carrier multiplication a lower 

value of n i gives more plausible results although there is no numerical 

calculation or experimental evidence to compare with. 

In conclusion we can say that a method has been developed by which 

the d.c. behaviour of punch-through diodes can be calculated without 

and including the effect of carrier multiplication. In the former case 

the results have been compared with numerical analysis and with 

experiments and excellent agreement has been obtained. For the latter 

case no numerical results are available and only qualitative experimental 

information exists which however confirms the predictions of the theory. 
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Appendix 1 - Solution of the equations for nm and k. 

Equations (1-16) and (11-26) can be solved for n by a simple 
m 

iteration, calculating the right hand side for a certain value of nand 
m 

using the result as a new estimate which in its turn is substituted in the 

r. h. s. This method can break down, however, when v is large in which case 
m 

a negative number may appear under the square root. It is better therefore 

to convert the equation to one of the third-degree, like (II-4l), and apply 

the Cardanic method of solution. 

Equation (II-4l) is of the form 

x3 + ax + b = 0 (AI-I) 

This is called a Cardanic form. If we define: 

(Al-2) 

the equation has for c ~ 0 three real roots given by: 

x = {
I ( 2Cc ) :3 arctan --:j) (Al-3) 

where ~ = 0, ± 2n/3. 

Of course, in the case of (II-4l) only one root is valid. Substituting back 

into eqs. (II-23) and (II-26) one finds that it has to be the root with ~ = o. 
For c > 0 we have one real root and two complex ones given by 

bIb 1 
x = (- "2 + IC):3 + (- "2 - IC) 3 (Al-4) 

Since a complex k is physically meaningless we have to take the real root 

which can in the case of eq. (II-41) be written as: 

x = - sign (a) I ~ - (Al-S) 
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Appendix 2 - Some integrals_ 

In the calculations a number of integrals occur which cannot be 

reduc.ed to elementary functions_ In this Appendix series developments 

or approximations are derived for these integrals_ 

2_1. 

two 

Error function and related integrals 

For the error function defined as 

z 

j;f 2 
erf(z) = e- t dt 

0 

series developments exist [101 : 

~ 

erf(z) = 2 L 
liT n=O 

erf(z) 

(_)nz2n+l 
n!(2n+l) 

2nz2n+l 

(2n+l)! ! 

(A2-l) 

(A2-2) 

(A2-3) 

The first of these is used to evaluate erf(z) for small argument_ It can 

conveniently written as L an with 
o 

For large arguments it is more convenient to use an asymptotic 

expansion for erfc(z). 

erfc (z) ~ 1 - erf(z) 
_Z2 00 

= _e_ {I + L (2m-I)!! (2)m} 
zITi m=l 2z2 

or 
_Z2 00 

e L b 
zITi m with b = -~ b m 2ZL m-l' 

o 

(A2-4) 

(A2-S) 

(A2-6) 
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It should be noted that the last series is an asymptotic one, so that the 

accuracy obtainable with it decreases when z decreases. When the transition 

point where one switches from (A2-2) to (A2-S) is put at z 3.3 one finds 

that erfc can be computed with a relative accuracy of 10-4 or better. 

z 
The integral 

2 f et dt can be developed in the same way. For small 
o 

argument one has: 

z 

f 
t2 

e dt = 

o 
L 

n=O 

or L c n 
with 

o 

2n+l z 
n!(2n+l) 

c = 2 o 

For large z we have the asymptotic development: 

z 2 ~ 

f t 2 z { L (2m-I)!! } e dt ~ ~ 1 + 
2z m=l (2z2)m 

0 

z2 ~ 
2m-l d or e L d with d = , do = 1 2z m m 2z2 m-l 

0 

(A2-7) 

(A2-8) 

(A2-9) 

(A2-l0) 

In the calculations another integral occurs that is related to the error 

function: 

z 

e erfct dt f 
t2 

o 

For the integrand the following approximation exists: 

t 2 
e erfct = 2 

Iii 
1 (A2-11) 

Substituting a = n we have an upper limit and a = 2 gives a lower 

limit. Overall a = n gives the best approximation with an error of 5 

percent or less. Integrating this function one gets 

z 
2 f dt 1 [z 11 z+1z2+4/n] 

.pr t + 1t2 + 4/n = Iii z + Iz2 + 4/n + n -z + I z2 + 4/" o 
(A2-l2) 
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For small z this approaches z and for large z it becomes 

lr (lmrz2 + 1) 
2rn 

Very often this approximation is accurate enough. Note however that the 

integral occurs in the calculation of n and when carrier multiplication is 
c 

error in n may give 
c 

a large error in the electron cons idered a sma 11 

current due to the strong dependence of the multiplication factor on the 

electric field. Then a series development is necessary which is easily 

constructed using (A2-3) and (A2-S) . For z ~ 3.3 one gets: 

z z 

f 
t 2 

f 
2 ~ (2z2)n+l 

e erfct dt = e
t 

dt ...!...I (2n+2) (2h+l)!! Iii 0 
0 0 

and for z > 3.3: 
z 3. 3 

f 
t 2 

erfct dt f 
t 2 

erfct dt + F(z) - Fe3.3) e = e 

0 0 

where 

F(z) = J,; { lnz I 
1 

(2m-I)!! (~)m} 
2m 2z2 

t/J 

2.2. The integral f ScotSdS 

o 

(A2-13) 

(A2-l4) 

(A2-lS) 

In the calculations t/J is always between 0 and n/2. In this region the 

integrand varies monotonously from 1 to O. We therefore approximate it by 

a po",er series of degree 3. The coefficients are determined by matching 

the approximation to the integrand in S = 0, n/4 and If/2 and matching the 

derivations of both functions in S = O. The result is 

ScotS ~ 1 + fzC2lf-7)S2+lf83(6-2lf)S3 (A2-l6) 

so that the integral becomes: 



I/J 

f 8cot8d8 

o 

- AS -

; I/J - _4-C7 - 2rr)I/J3 - --±'-Crr - 3)1/J4 3rr2 rr O 

Note that for I/J ; rr/2 the integral can be evaluated exactly, yielding: 

rr/2 

J 8cot8d8 

o 

; ~ln2 
2 

Eq. (A2-l7) gives for this case 1rr2Cl + rr) which differs less than 0.5 

percent from the exact value. 

(A2-l7) 

(A2-l8) 
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~ndix 3 - Emitter Boundary Condition for Holes. 

A boundary condition for the holes at the emitter junction is 

derived here under the following assumptions: 

1. the junction is abrupt and the emitter doping is constant and high: 

2. the holes in the emitter are in thermal equilibrium. 

Because of the high doping Fermi-statistics must be used. It has been shown 

[12 1 that in thermal equilibrium the hole concentration can with good 

accuracy be approximated by: 

NV p = ...-----:.,-:-=.-! + exp V!V t 
(A3-1) 

where N
V 

is the effective density of states in the valence band and V is 

the electric potential. In reduced quantities this becomes: 

11 = 
v 

v 
I + exp ~ 

11 
where Vv = NV!ND 

Differentiating (A3-2) with respect to ~ we obtain 

1I(4v -1I)T] 
v 
4v 

v 

On the other hand, we have Poisson's equation: 

dT] _ 
d~ - 11 - v 

a 

(A-2) 

(A3-3) 

(A3-4) 

with va = NA!ND, the reduced emitter doping. By combining the last two 

equations we can eliminate ~ and obtain a first order equation which can 

easily be integrated: 

drr 
dT] = 4v,(rr - v) 

v a 
(A3-S) 

As a boundary condition we assume that at the emitter metallisation T] = 0 

and rr = v . The result is: a 



2v In 
a 

v a 
-+ 11 
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2 (v _ 4 v ) In \-=-44
v
-,v,---_11_\ 

a v v - v v a 

Since both nand 11 must be continuous across the emitter-base junction 

we can use this expression as a boundary condition relating lI(S ) to 
e 

n(se). On physical grounds we may expect that n(se) is always negative 

(A3-6) 

so that the relationship is unambiguous. A sketch of the relationship (A3-6) 

is given in fig. A3 for the cases v ~ a 
only the branches for which n2 > 0 and e 

v and v 
v a 

> v . 
v 

11 < min(v , 
c 

v ) 
v 

On physical grounds 

can be used. 
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~ndix 4 - Calculation of ~i 

When 11 
m 

= 0, otherwise we have eq. (1-34). It can be written in 

the form 

2 
-~. e 1 

i h 
(11 +.....E.-2 erf 

'IT. m K 

I 

1 

d = 0 
1 

(M-I) 

This can be solved by Newton's method. The successive iterations then are: 

(n+l) 
1;. = 

1 

(n) 
~. -

1 

wher'~ F(~.) denotes the l.h.s. of (M-I). 
1 

(M-2) 

In fig. M F(~i) is sketched and the first few iteration steps, starting 

with ~. = 0, are indicated. Clearly this procedure always leads to the 
1 

correct value of ~i' 
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Appendix S - Approximations for small hole current 

In case of negligible electron current (theory of Part I) we can make 

the following approximations for small hole current, i + 0: 
p 

1. K + 1/ /2 , rr + i (0 + hr/2) 
m p p 

(AS-I) 

When rr becomes small and 
m 

rr. is kept at the same value, ~. will increase 
1 1 

and 

erf~i will approach one. Then eq.(I-34) can be approximated by: 

~. + V -In(i (0 + /211)/rr.) (AS-2) 
1 P p 1 

Clearly ~. can assume large values at small i With~. large eqs. (I-3S, 36) 
1 P 1 

reduce to 

$. + - z;? 
1 1 

} (AS-3) 

These expressions show that the hole space charge in the region ~. ~ ~ ~ 0 
1 

can be neglected for small current densities. 

Still assuming ~. large, eq. (1-39) can be simplified to: 
1 

h + ~./bli 
1 

1Ji. + l/h 
1 ) 

Since rra becomes small, lJi e gets small too and the region ~e ~ ~ ~ ~i 

becomes very narrow. The voltage across it does not become negligible 

however. After some calculation we find from (1-43): 

$ + - ~? - 2 + e 1 
2 ri-rr

i 

e 

(AS-4 ) 

(AS-S) 

Since the last term of (AS-S) is small we can, using (AS-2), write ~ as: 
c 

(AS-6) 
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~ldi~ - Possibility of negative total space charge 

In this appendix the possibility will be examined of the total space 

charge being negative in the neutral point, in other words v > 1 + 11 
m m 

Suppose the total space charge dips below zero in part of the diode, 

fig. A6 a. The electric field in this area then can have three possible 

profiles, fig. A6 b. Only in the second where E is zero at three points, 

the s·pace charge is negative in one of these. We now will show that this 

situa.tion cannot exist. 

Observe first that in the points ,.here E is zero the carriers are 

transported by diffusion only. Since the hole and electron currents each 

are the same in all points (no recombination) the gradients of the hole 

and electron densities must also be the same in the three points. Let us 

no" concentrate on the region B-C in fig. A6 b. Between Band C the field 

is negative so to keep the current going the density gradients must be 

greater than in Band C. 

The hole and electron densities then must look like in fig. A6 c. 

Now, if the total space charge is negative in B, it must be more negative 

in C. This is in contradiction with the original assumption that the space 

charge is positive in C. We therefore conclude that the total space charge 

can not be negative where E is zero. 
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Fig. 1. Physical structure of a punch-through (Baritt) diode. 
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Fig. 2. Diode below punch-through. 

a. bias polarity and space charge layers. 

b. space charge density. 

c. electric field. 

d. energy band diagram. 
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Fig. 3. Current-voltage characteristic of a punch-through diode. 
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Fig. 5. Reduced hole density in the neutral point against reduced 

hole current. 0 = 0.143. 
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-------- numerical calculation. 

- - - - eq. (I-16). 
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Fig. 6. Potential distribution in the low-field region (Ve = 0). 
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---- numerical calculation. 

- - - - eq. (1-27). 
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Pig. 8. Current-voltage characteristic of the diode of Pig. 6 and 7. 

numerical calculation. 

-- -- -- -- theory of Part I with no subdivision of the 

negative-field region. 

000 measured on a diode with the same parameters. 
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Fig. 13. Carrier distributions in a punch-through diode with 

double injection. 
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Fig. 15. Equation (11-26). 

a. left hand side, ~. right hand side. 
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---- zero multiplication. 
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